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Filter CPL PGYTECH DJI Mini 3

PGYTECH DJI Mini 3 CPL Filter
Want to eliminate glare from your photos, but still want to keep the colors vibrant, natural and stunning? Try a CPL filter from PGYTECH.
This product is made of high-quality Japanese AGC optical glass and aluminum, which makes it very lightweight yet durable. Moreover,
by  rotating  it,  you can change the  polarization  effect,  and special  protective  coatings  protect  it  from dirt  and damage.  Its  installation
won't be a problem for you, as it is perfectly matched to the DJI Mini 3.
 
Excellent image quality 
Do you want to create stunning skyward photographs? It's  easier  than you think! The filter  is  made of  AGC multi-cut Japanese optical
glass, so it perfectly reduces glare from reflective surfaces like water and glass windows. What's more, it increases color saturation and
makes  images  more  vivid  and  expressive.  This  will  be  useful  for  capturing  the  contrast  between  blue  skies  and  white  clouds.  What's
more, to change the polarizing effect, simply rotate the filter.
 
Durable and easy to clean
This product is distinguished by its extreme durability and ease of cleaning. Thanks to its 2-sided coating, it  is waterproof, and what's
more,  it  also  repels  grease.  This  makes  it  easy  for  you  to  keep  it  clean.  It  will  serve  you  for  a  long  time,  as  it  also  shows  scratch
resistance.
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Made for DJI Mini 3
You don't have to worry about the accessory weighing down your drone and affecting its flight quality. The filter is extremely lightweight
and durable, thanks to its frame made of aluminum. It also stands out for its resistance to corrosion. What's more, it is perfectly matched
to the DJI Mini 3, so it won't disturb its balance and will allow you to have a smooth and exciting flight. 
 
	Producer 
	PGYTECH
	Model
	P-40B-011
	Material 
	AGC optical glass
	Filter effect
	Polarization blocking
	Effect on colors 
	Reduced haze effect, increased saturation/contrast, increased clarity
	Compatibility
	DJI Mini 3

Preço:

€ 23.51
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